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ENGL 1213: Composition II (Northern Oklahoma College)—Reference Document 

 

Appearing on the following pages are best versions of the major documents distributed to 

students in my section of ENGL 1213: Composition II during the Spring 2016 instructional term 

at Northern Oklahoma College in Stillwater, Oklahoma. They appear much as they were 

distributed to students; minor corrections have been made without comment. 

 

In order, the documents are 

 Course Syllabus 

 Syllabus Addendum 

 Diagnostic Exercise 

 Topic Proposal Assignment Sheet 

 Exploratory Essay Assignment Sheet 

 Annotated Bibliography Assignment Sheet 

 Researched Paper Assignment Sheet 

 Final Portfolio Assignment Sheet 

 Final Exam Assignment Sheet 

 Final Exam Form 

 

Owing to overlap with a similar class taught at Oklahoma State University, some materials may 

be duplicated or closely parallel. 



 

Northern Oklahoma College 
Course Syllabus 

Spring 2016 

1. Mission Statement for NOC: 

Northern Oklahoma College, the State’s oldest community college, is a multi-campus, land-grant 
institution that provides high quality, accessible, and affordable educational opportunities and 
services which create life-changing experiences and develop students as effective learners and 
leaders within their communities in a connected, ever-changing world. 
 

2. Course Title: ENGL 1213 – English Composition II 

 Division of Language Arts: Dr. Cathy Moore Chair. 

 Course Description: This course includes a review of the fundamentals of expository writing 
with emphasis on argumentation, research techniques and style, used in literary and personal 
writing. 

 Prerequisites: English Composition I (ENGL 1113) or equivalent. 

 Course Format: This is a web-enhanced, in-class course, with classes meeting in person.  This 
web-enhanced course includes information and assignments on turnitin.com and 
Blackboard.  This course will also include a student-created online portfolio.   myNOC will also 
be used as a means to provide class information regarding cancellations and/or make up work 
due to inclement weather. 
 

3. Instructor Information: 

 Faculty: Geoffrey B. Elliott, PhD 

 Office: Morrill 411 

 Office Phone:  405-744-2084 

 E-mail Address: geoffrey.b.elliott@okstate.edu 

 Office Hours:  MWF 0930-1020, F 1230-1400 
 

4. Course Objectives: 

 Compose at least one essay in class and a minimum of four out-of-class essays, examining the 
role of writing in addressing and remediating diverse issues appropriate to subject, audience, 
and purpose. 

 Evaluate and analyze print and electronic sources of various types, including quoting, 
paraphrasing, summarizing, and citing materials. 

 Analyze the use of persuasive appeals in varied texts, recognizing and synthesizing opposing 
points of view in writing.  

 Demonstrate a proficient proofreading and editing. 
 

5. Textbook(s) and Materials: 

 Textbook(s): Graff, Gerald, Cathy Birkenstein, and Russel Durst.  They Say, I Say with Readings.  
3rd ed.  New York: Norton, 2015.  ISBN: 978-0-393-93751-0 
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 Course Materials: Syllabus Addendum; ElliottRWI, www.elliottrwi.com; Purdue University 
Online Writing Lab, http://owl.english.purdue.edu; major English-language dictionary, such as 
those from Oxford University (preferred) and Merriam-Webster; access to campus email and 
Blackboard; pen (blue or black ink)/pencil and paper every class meeting 
 

6. Course Policies: 

 For campus safety and to maintain an appropriate learning environment, no children are 
allowed to attend class with their parents. 

 Institutional Attendance Policy:  Instructors may administratively withdraw any student who 
does not attend a single class within the first two weeks of the semester or who does not 
attend at least 75% of instructional time within weeks 3-12.  Instructors may also establish a 
more stringent attendance policy that will preempt the minimum of 75% if it is included in the 
class syllabus; however, students, not instructors, are responsible for safeguarding their 
transcripts by dropping classes they are no longer attending or withdrawing from the college if 
needed.  When bad weather requires one or all of the Northern campuses to close, information 
will be posted on the NOC website and also be announced through area radio and television 
stations.  Instructors will post any additional information needed for individual classes on 
Blackboard. 

 Students are also responsible for reading and following academic policies on “Academic 
Integrity” and “Use of Cell Phones and Electronic Devices,” as well as policy on “Use of Tobacco 
Products.” These policies are found on our website at http://www.noc.edu/academic-policies--

procedures.  
 

7. Course Grading Policies: 

 Essays: For each essay assignment, students will be given a schedule of readings, 
exercises, and drafts required. Grading criteria for each essay will be distributed and 
reviewed in class. 

 Late Work and Make-up Work:  
o Minor assignments may not be made up and will not be accepted late. Students 

who miss minor assignments due to University-sponsored activities or 
documented legal obligation will be excused from the minor assignments 
missed. 

o Major assignments submitted late begin to accrue late submission penalties (5% 
per day late) as soon as they are late. Because major assignments are submitted 
online, non-attendance is not regarded as a valid reason for non-submission. 
Consequently, weekends count as days late for the purpose of applying late 
submission penalties. 

 Plagiarism:  If you submit work other than your own (use of outside sources or 
individuals), I will consider the work plagiarized. We will discuss my findings and 
your options in my office – not in the classroom.  Plagiarism may result in any or all 
of the following penalties:  a zero for the assignment, an “F” for the course, or an 
administrative withdrawal from school. 

 

http://www.elliottrwi.com/
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/
http://www.noc.edu/academic-policies--procedures
http://www.noc.edu/academic-policies--procedures
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 Grading Scale: The final course grade will be based on total points possible.  The grading scale 
for this course is as follows: 
  A = 90 -- 100 

 B = 80----- 89 
 C = 70 ----- 79 
 D = 60 ---- 69 
 F = 59 ------- 0 
 

 Procedures for Determining Grades: 
The following categories will comprise the final grade: 
 Topic Proposal (Prop) 5 
 Exploratory Essay (Explore) 10 
 Annotated Bibliography (AnnBib) 15 
 Researched Paper (ResPpr) 20 
 Final Portfolio (FinPort) 25 
 Final Exam (FinEx) 5 
 Student Professionalism (Prof., see syllabus addendum) 10 
 Minor Assignments (i.e., quizzes, homework) 10 
 Total 100 
 
Grades will be maintained on Blackboard. 
 

Extra Credit – Course Policy: Extra credit is seldom given, and when offered, it applies to the 
entire class – not selected individuals. 
 

 Lab Work: A paper must have both content and correct mechanics if it is to communicate well.  
Students should proofread their work carefully.  Tutors are available in the Tutoring Center or 
through Tutor.com to help with writing and editing. 
 

8. Statement of Student Support: 

If you believe you have a disability of any type, please let me know within the first two weeks of 
class so I can work cooperatively with you and the Counseling Office to provide reasonable and fair 
opportunities for you to be a productive and successful learner in this course.  It is your 
responsibility as a student to notify the Counseling Office of your disability.  Faculty have an 
obligation to respond when they receive official notice of a disability from the Counseling Office but 
are under no obligation to provide retroactive accommodations.  To receive services, you must 
submit appropriate documentation and complete an intake process during which the existence of a 
qualified disability is verified and reasonable accommodations are identified.  The Counseling Office 
numbers are as follows: Tonkawa campus 580 628-6651, Enid campus 580 548-2256, Stillwater 
campus 405-744-7116, University Center-Ponca City 580-716-5600.  For more information on the 
ADA Policy, you may also contact the Office of Student Affairs at 580-628-6240 on the Tonkawa 
campus or 580-548-2321 on the Enid campus.  On the Stillwater campus, you may contact the Vice 
President for the Stillwater campus at 405-744-2212.  For the University Center in Ponca City, 
contact Ellan Edwards at 580-718-5607. 
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9. Course Outline:  

The following outline is subject to change. Reasonable attempts to advise students of such changes 
will be made. 
 
Readings and minor assignments not already on the course calendar may be announced in class. 
When they are, they are to be treated as appearing on the calendar at the correct time. Also, 
readings may not always be discussed in class. You are still responsible for knowing the material; 
the readings form the bases for discussions and are likely to undergird any necessary quizzes 
and/or homework. 
 
“Readings Due” indicates that the readings listed are assigned to be completed before the 
beginning of class on the day listed, unless otherwise noted. “They Say” refers to readings in They 
Say, I Say. “Assignment Due” indicates that the activities listed are to be completed and submitted 
at the time and in the manner indicated. Due dates for major assignments, including the FinEx, and 
their significant components, are already noted. 
 
In the event that a given class day has neither reading nor activity listed, class will still meet 
normally. The only times class does not meet as scheduled will be announced in advance (if 
possible) or posted on the door to the classroom. 
 

Week Date Readings Due Assignment Due 

1 

11 Jan Syllabus (in class), Syllabus 
Addendum (in class) 

 

13 Jan  Diagnostic Essay (in class) 

2 20 Jan Prop Assignment Sheet (in class)  

3 

25 Jan They Say “Preface: Demystifying 
Academic Conversation” and 
Introduction 

 

27 Jan   

4 

1 Feb They Say Ch. 1  

3 Feb They Say Ch. 2 Prop RV (via Blackboard/TurnItIn before class 
begins) 

5 

8 Feb They Say Ch. 3  

10 Feb Explore Assignment Sheet (in class) Prop FV (via Blackboard/TurnItIn before class 
begins) 

6 
15 Feb They Say Ch. 4  

17 Feb They Say Ch. 5  

7 

22 Feb They Say Ch. 6  

24 Feb They Say Ch. 7 Explore RV (via Blackboard/TurnItIn before class 
begins) 

8 

29 Feb They Say Ch. 8  

2 Mar AnnBib Assignment Sheet (in class) Explore FV (via Blackboard/TurnItIn before class 
begins) 

9 
7 Mar They Say Ch. 9  

9 Mar They Say Ch. 10  

10 

21 Mar They Say Ch. 11  

23 Mar They Say Ch. 12 AnnBib RV (via Blackboard/TurnItIn before class 
begins) 
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Week Date Readings Due Assignment Due 

11 

28 Mar They Say Ch. 13  

30 Mar ResPpr Assignment Sheet (in class) AnnBib FV (via Blackboard/TurnItIn before class 
begins) 

12 
4 Apr They Say Ch. 14  

6 Apr They Say Ch. 15  

13 

11 Apr   

13 Apr  ResPpr RV (via Blackboard/TurnItIn before class 
begins) 

14 

18 Apr   

20 Apr FinPort Assignment Sheet (in class) ResPpr FV (via Blackboard/TurnItIn before class 
begins) 

15 

25 Apr   

27 Apr FInEx Assignment Sheet (in class) FinPort (via Blackboard/TurnItIn before class 
begins) 

16 Varies No new readings FinEx, to be determined 

  



Geoffrey B. Elliott 

ENGL 1213: Composition II Syllabus Addendum 

Spring 2016 

 

The following addendum is offered in the hopes of clarifying and expanding upon the 

information contained in the course syllabus. 

 

Note that most or all future course documents will be presented in the same format as this 

document. 

  

About Course Materials 

Course documents and assignment sheets will be posted to ElliottRWI (www.elliottrwi.com). 

They will also be linked through Blackboard. Postings to ElliottRWI are made to ensure that 

teaching materials can travel at need and that students whose access to Blackboard might be 

interrupted can still access course materials online. 

 

About Course Grading 

Major and some minor assignments will be assessed in terms of their demonstrated performance 

in several categories (these will be discussed in more detail on the individual assignment 

materials). Individual categories on such assignments will be assigned a number of “steps,” 

individual motions through the grading scale indicated on the table below; the total number of 

steps, positive or negative, will indicate the final assignment score. 

 

Some minor assignments will only be offered an overall score. Such scores also conform to the 

table below. 

 
Score A+ A A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D F 0 

Steps +7 +6 +5 +4 +3 +2 +1 +/-0 -1 -2 -3 or more N/A* 

Numerical Equivalent 98 95 92 88 85 82 78 75 72 65 55 0 

*Grades of zero (0) result from non-submission of assignments or from academic integrity violations. 

 

Final grades for the term will be reported according to the standard grading scale in force at 

Northern Oklahoma College, indicated on the course syllabus. 

 

Each of the major written assignments with the exception of the FinEx—so the Prop, Explore, 

AnnBib, ResPpr, and FinPort—is expected to be submitted as a work of polished prose. 

“Polished prose” refers to work that has been written and revised more than once; time in class 

may be given over to reading and critique of the work we do in the class. We shall take the short 

works of polished prose through a cycle of invention, drafting, and revision. As part of this, you 

will need to be ready to read and comment appropriately on the work of your classmates as well 

as to have them do the same to your work. Peer review is to be conducted respectfully and 

only within the context of the classroom. 

 

Please note that you may be asked to read your work aloud for the class to critique; sometimes 

talking through a piece is just what is needed. As with peer review, presentations will be 

conducted respectfully and only within the classroom context. 
 

Please note that most major and many minor assignments will be submitted through Blackboard 

and that the originality-checking software used by the school (such as TurnItIn) will be applied 

to the materials submitted through it. 

http://www.elliottrwi.com/
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I generally grade fairly holistically. This does not mean that I shall not mark or penalize your 

errors, but I shall do my best to give you better and more useful feedback on the work you do 

than simply “fixing” your punctuation and spelling and slapping a grade on the work. 

Mechanical “correctness” is important, but organization, depth, and originality of thought are 

more so. 

 

In this class, the fact that you or somebody else paid for you to have a seat does not entitle you to 

any specific grade; by registering and meeting the requirements for this class, you have earned 

the right to have access to higher learning and the opportunity to earn credit, much as you have 

to pay to take a martial arts class but are not assured of earning any specific belt. I do not give 

you a grade, you earn a grade; I report to you on the quality of the work you turn in to me, as 

measured against standards expressed for each assignment. 

 

About Discussion of Grades and Progress 

I am always happy to discuss your progress and grades with you. I am not going to discuss your 

grades with your parents, your siblings, your roommates, your spouses, your children, or anyone 

else except as required by my superiors and the law. I am also not going to discuss your grades 

over the phone or through email; if you want to know your grades, come see me during office 

hours or set up an appointment, and we can go over how you are doing, what you have done 

well, and what you can improve upon. 

 

Tardiness and Early Departure 

Students who are excessively late (usually ten minutes or more) or who are particularly 

disruptive when entering late may be marked absent for the day. Students are additionally subject 

to being counted absent if they leave before a class meeting is dismissed, or if they are out of the 

room for protracted periods during class (usually more than five minutes), or multiple times in a 

given class period. 

 

Student Professionalism 

Please treat the classroom with the same degree of attention and consideration as any 

professional space. Please show up to class prepared and on time; this means having necessary 

materials, having completed the assigned readings, and having prepared any assignments 

upon entry into the classroom. Silence or deactivate cell phones during class time, and refrain 

from private conversations outside of group/class discussion. If you are late, please be respectful 

of the instructor and others in the classroom by quietly and quickly finding a seat without 

gratuitous comment, questioning, or other obtrusive behavior (this includes interrupting lecture 

or discussion to explain your tardiness, ask what the class is doing, or make other comments). 

The same requests also apply to those who need to leave early. If you feel the need to discuss late 

arrival or early departure, please do so via email, during office hours, or before or after class. 

 

Please note that excessive tardiness or early departure will negatively impact your 

professionalism. Please note also that egregious violations of professional conduct will result in 

your being asked to leave; if you are thusly asked to leave, you will be counted absent for the 

class. 
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Contact Policy 

Email is my preferred mode of contact outside of class time; I check my email at least once (and 

usually more often) each day I am scheduled to teach, usually in the morning. As a note, I do not 

sit up all night waiting for my email inbox to chime, and I may not have time to read and answer 

all emails before class. 

 

Agreements 

Students who remain enrolled in the class past the add/drop date signal their understanding of 

and agreement to the policies and procedures outlined in this syllabus. 



Geoffrey B. Elliott 

ENGL 1213: Composition II 

Diagnostic Exercise 

 

Student Name Student ID 

 

 

 

 

Read the prompt below. On the pages that follow, write a well-developed essay that addresses it, 

paying attention to presenting a clear thesis, solid structure, clear transitions, sufficient evidence 

to support points made, ample explanation of that evidence, and adherence to the conventions of 

edited academic American English. The results will be used to account for the day’s attendance; 

they may also influence assessment of professionalism. They will be used to help determine the 

level and intensity of instruction, so do be sure to give an honest and sincere effort on the 

exercise. 

 

Please confine your remarks to the space provided for the response on the following pages. 

 

The Prompt 

What does it mean to do research? What basis do you have for your answer, both in terms of 

direct experience and instruction? 
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The Response 
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Below appears a print version of the guidelines for the Topic Proposal (Prop) posted online at 

http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-

1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-topic-proposal/. The 

online version is to be considered authoritative, superseding any previously published 

information regarding the Prop. 

 

ENGL 1213: Composition II serves, among others, as a bridge into more formal genres of 

academic writing, including those that develop new knowledge—that is to say, researched 

writing. Because it is an introduction to them, and because the development of new knowledge is 

a complicated process, ENGL 1213 breaks down the process of writing such papers into a 

number of component assignments, mimicking the research process prevalent in the humanities 

and of which the sciences often use a variant. The first step in that process is selecting a subject 

of inquiry. That it, conducting academic research begins with identifying a topic to pursue; being 

rewarded for academic research begins with proposing that topic as one to be treated 

legitimately. The Prop is directed toward that end, asking students to suggest a topic of inquiry 

and argue convincingly that the topic is one worth pursuing. 

 

Successfully completing the Prop will require students to accomplish a number of tasks: 

 Select a subject of inquiry; 

 Formulate a guiding question about the selected subject of inquiry; 

 Determine the appropriate context for answering the guiding question; 

 Compose a brief (300- to 500-word) argument that identifies the subject of inquiry, 

presents the guiding question, and explicates the context for answering the guiding 

question (Prop RV), submitting it electronically for assessment as a minor assignment; 

and 

 Revise the Prop RV in light of comments made by the instructor, submitting the resulting 

paper electronically in a final version (Prop FV) for assessment as a major assignment. 

 

Information about each follows, along with a copy of the grading rubric and notes. 

 

Select a Subject of Inquiry 

As a 2011 Journal of Special Topics paper by David Boulderstone, Calum Meredith, and Simon 

Clapton of the University of Leicester, “That’s No Moon,” makes clear, academic and scholarly 

inquiry can take up any number of subjects. In essence, if it can be imagined, it can be studied 

and criticized, both offering those who will enter into academic research much room in which to 

investigate the world and threatening those who will enter into academic research with an 

embarrassment of riches. That is, it is difficult to know where to begin a research project. 

 

Because one purpose of first-year college education is to help students orient themselves in their 

disciplines, one useful—and, in this case, obligatory—limitation on the field of inquiry for a 

research project in ENGL 1213 is a focus on the student’s own curriculum. The curriculum can 

either be that pursued directly at Northern Oklahoma College or, for those students who are 

planning to transfer to a four-year institution, the expected curriculum at that institution. That is, 

students should look to their own courses of study, interrogating them for what they do and do 

not say about the shape of their disciplines. Students should have information about their degree 

http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-topic-proposal/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-topic-proposal/
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plans and course requirements in any event, so focusing on their curricula should present only 

minimal difficulty. 

 

Students are encouraged to consult with the instructor and with tutors in the Student Success 

Center during the process of selecting a subject of inquiry. No extra credit will be afforded to the 

project for doing so, but doing so is likely to improve the grade received on the Prop and will 

likely be considered positively in the Prof score awarded at the end of the term. 

 

Formulate a Guiding Question 

In conducting academic research, it is not enough to identify a subject of inquiry. There are many 

things that can be said about any such subject, and even things that have been said can often be 

usefully revisited, as situations differ and conclusions about those things should differ as the 

circumstances do. Finding a question to answer about the subject of inquiry therefore becomes 

vital, as it allows those who will enter into academic research to focus their energies and 

attentions as well as finding specific things to say about their subjects. 

 

For such a subject as a student’s curriculum, one obvious question to ask is why any one given 

component of that curriculum is present. Another is to ask why the curriculum does not include a 

given component. The Prop—and the research project which it begins—will focus on one of 

those two questions, either finding a reason why one part of the student’s curriculum is in place 

or why one that perhaps ought to be is not included. Having such a question in mind focuses 

attention and facilitates later research, which should make future writing tasks easier than they 

might otherwise be. 

 

Students are encouraged to consult with the instructor and with tutors in the Student Success 

Center during the process of formulating a guiding question about the subject of inquiry. No 

extra credit will be afforded to the project for doing so, but doing so is likely to improve the 

grade received on the Prop and will likely be considered positively in the Prof score awarded at 

the end of the term. 

 

Determine the Appropriate Context for Answering the Question 

As noted above, conclusions about things differ with the differing circumstances in which those 

things find themselves. Attending to those differing circumstances is therefore something worth 

doing. In addition, while knowledge for its own sake is worth pursuing, receiving support for that 

pursuit means that those from whom that support is sought should be shown some reason to offer 

that support. Both the circumstances and the reason for support contribute to the way in which 

the guiding question about the selected subject of inquiry must be answered. 

 

Contexts for answering questions about the presence or absence of components of a student’s 

curriculum include the level of curriculum being treated, the subject area of that curriculum, the 

expected outcomes of the curriculum, the ultimate audience for research done on the curriculum, 

the usefulness of the question’s answer to that ultimate audience, and the utility to the supporter 

of the research being conducted. The ultimate audience of the research is likely to be the relevant 

institution and its supervisory boards (e.g. regents, trustees, accrediting bodies). The supporter is 

the class instructor, whose interests are in seeing students write well and gain additional agency 

in their educations and lives beyond them. 
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Students are encouraged to consult with the instructor and with tutors in the Student Success 

Center during the process of determining an appropriate context for answering the guiding 

question about the subject of inquiry. No extra credit will be afforded to the project for doing so, 

but doing so is likely to improve the grade received on the Prop and will likely be considered 

positively in the Prof score awarded at the end of the term. 

 

Compose the Prop RV 

The prior three sections speak to concerns to be considered among prewriting activities. That is, 

they do not generate independent texts for assessment, but they do stimulate discussion and 

guide thinking along the way towards texts for assessment. For them to contribute to an effective 

Prop, however, they must be consolidated and set down in a form accessible to the expected 

audience; receiving support for a project obliges making a case for it in a way that those from 

whom support is expected can understand the project and assess whether or not they can aid it. 

The Prop RV is the first iteration of doing so. 

 

The Prop RV should open with an indication of the subject of inquiry, moving from generalities 

and an indication of the background of the curriculum as a whole to the specific component of 

the curriculum being treated (people need to know what is being discussed to be able to follow 

the discussion). The guiding question for further research should be presented afterwards, and 

the reasoning justifying why the question needs to be answered should conclude the Prop RV. 

 

The Prop RV is due electronically before the beginning of class time on 3 February 2016. It 

must be submitted in .doc, .docx, or .rtf format. (No other file types will be accepted; 

submissions in another file type will be treated as though not submitted.) The text of the Prop RV 

should range from 300 to 500 words, exclusive of a four-line heading (student name, instructor 

name, course and section, and date of composition) and an appropriately descriptive title. It 

should be double-spaced on letter-size sheets with one-inch margins on all sides. It should be in 

12-point Times New Roman, Garamond, or Georgia type. Page numbers should appear in the 

upper right corner of the page, with the student’s surname preceding the number; page numbers 

and surnames should be in the same typeface as the rest of the document. Usage should conform 

to standards promulgated by the MLA and discussed during class time. 

 

The Prop RV will be assessed as a minor assignment according to the rubric below. The text and 

comments made about it will be returned to students via email. Those comments should be used 

to improve the text further in advance of its final submission; the Prop RV is a work in progress. 

 

Students are encouraged to consult with the instructor and with tutors in the Student Success 

Center during the process of composing the Prop RV. No extra credit will be afforded to the 

project for doing so, but doing so is likely to improve the grade received and will likely be 

considered positively in the Prof score awarded at the end of the term. 

 

Revise the Prop RV into the Prop FV 

Following the return of instructor comments on the Prop RV, students are strongly encouraged 

to revise their papers in light of the comments. They should work from global issues—such as 

clarifying the background for their subjects of inquiry, detailing more accurately and more 
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accessibly to the audience the subject itself, and reconsidering the implications of the question 

for the ultimate audience—to more local issues—such as how best to transition from sentence to 

sentence, and how best to phrase for concision and emphasis. Only after all of that is done should 

there be any thought of checking and amending as appropriate the surface-level features of 

formatting, spelling, punctuation, and the like. 

 

The paper resulting from the process of revision, the Prop FV, should still open with an 

indication of the subject of inquiry, moving from generalities and an indication of the 

background of the curriculum as a whole to the specific component of the curriculum being 

treated. It should still continue with the guiding question for further research, and it should still 

end with the reasoning justifying why the question needs to be answered. 

 

The Prop FV is due electronically before the beginning of class time on 10 February 2016. 

It must be submitted in .doc, .docx, or .rtf format. (No other file types will be accepted; 

submissions in another file type will be treated as though not submitted.) The text of the Prop FV 

should range from 300 to 500 words, exclusive of a four-line heading (student name, instructor 

name, course and section, and date of composition) and an appropriately descriptive title. It 

should be double-spaced on letter-size sheets with one-inch margins on all sides. It should be in 

12-point Times New Roman, Garamond, or Georgia type. Page numbers should appear in the 

upper right corner of the page, with the student’s surname preceding the number; page numbers 

and surnames should be in the same typeface as the rest of the document. Usage should conform 

to standards promulgated by the MLA and discussed during class time. 

 

The Prop FV will be assessed as a major assignment worth 5% of the total course grade 

according to the rubric below. The text and comments made about it will be returned to students 

via email. Please note that, while the Prop FV should be able to stand alone as an independent 

piece of writing, the Prop will need to be included in the FinPort later in the term. The comments 

made on the Prop FV should therefore serve not only to inform performance on future 

assignments and writing tasks outside the classroom, but also to aid in the creation of a best 

version of the Prop for use later in the term. 

 

Students are encouraged to consult with the instructor and with tutors in the Student Success 

Center during the process of revision. No extra credit will be afforded to the project for doing so, 

but doing so is likely to improve the grade received and will likely be considered positively in 

the Prof score awarded at the end of the term. 

 

Grading Rubric 

Please note that, in the interest of offering students practice in proofreading and editing their own 

work, comments offered through reproductions of the form below are general in nature. That is, 

they identify systematic problems and make broad suggestions rather than making line-by-line 

corrections. 

 

Per course policy, assessment of the assignment is done according to performance in several 

categories, named and described below. Each category is weighted with a number of steps’ 

change to the basic grade of C. 
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Category Comments Steps Yes/No 

Assignment Guidelines Met   +0/-3 

Background Clear and 

Appropriate 
  +1/-1 

Subject Clear and 

Appropriate 
  +1/-1 

Question Clear and 

Appropriate 
  +2/-1 

Implications Clear and 

Appropriate 
  +1/-1 

Organization Effective   +1/-1 

Formatting Correct   +0/-1 

Mechanics Correct   +0/-1 

Engagement Developed   +1/+0 

Overall Score  

Overall Comments 

 

 

 Assignment Guidelines Met—Is the Prop 300 to 500 words, exclusive of heading and 

title? 

 Background Clear and Appropriate—Is the background of the curriculum clearly 

indicated? Is it one appropriate to expectations of the research project to be conducted 

through the term? 

 Subject Clear and Appropriate—Is the specific subject of inquiry clearly indicated? Is it 

one appropriate to expectations of the research project to be conducted through the term? 

 Question Clear and Appropriate—Is the guiding question of the project to come clearly 

indicated? Does it conform to the guidelines expressed in the assignment materials? 

 Implications Clear and Appropriate—Is the reasoning justifying why the question needs 

to be answered clear? Is it appropriate to expectations of the research project to be 

conducted through the term? 

 Organization Effective—Does the reading flow smoothly? Are there clear and 

appropriate transitions among its various paragraphs and components, indicating both 

that new ideas are being treated and the relationships among those ideas? 

 Formatting Correct—Is the text of the Prop double-spaced on letter-size sheets with one-

inch margins on all sides; in 12-point Times New Roman, Garamond, or Georgia type; 

with page numbers in the upper right corner of the page, with the student’s surname 

preceding the number; and with page numbers and surnames in the same typeface as the 

rest of the document? 

 Mechanics Correct—In terms of usage, does the text conform to standards promulgated 

by the MLA and discussed during class time? Does it maintain a level of diction 

appropriate to its authorship and its intended audience? 

 Engagement Developed—As a sort of extra-credit component, does the Prop offer some 

particularly engaging or poignant element unusual or exceptional in a work of first-year 

composition? Does it avoid cliché and trite phrasing? Does it stake out an unusual 
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position or make a solid and reasonable attempt to push the boundaries of the assignment 

in productive ways? 

 

Notes 

A targeted example of the Prop is available here: https://elliottrwi.com/2016/01/14/sample-topic-

proposal-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/. 

 

A number of examples of topic proposals are available on the course website; check the 

“Abstracts” page at the following URL: http://elliottrwi.com/research/abstracts/. Look to them as 

models of style and form rather than as subjects for explicit mimicry. 

  

The use of source material other than the relevant degree plan is neither expected nor required in 

composing the Prop; informal citation will suffice to address the degree plan. The use of other 

source materials will oblige formal citation for all materials used. Failure to provide it in such 

a case, or to provide appropriate informal citation for the degree plan if no other sources 

are used, may be investigated as a violation of academic integrity standards, with 

substantially detrimental effects to student grades. 

https://elliottrwi.com/2016/01/14/sample-topic-proposal-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/01/14/sample-topic-proposal-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
http://elliottrwi.com/research/abstracts/
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Below appears a print version of the guidelines for the Exploratory Essay (Explore) posted 

online at http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-

engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-exploratory-

essay/.  The online version is to be considered authoritative, superseding any previously 

published information regarding the Explore. 

 

As noted in the introduction to the Prop assignment, ENGL 1213: Composition II serves, among 

others, as a bridge into more formal genres of academic writing, including those that develop 

new knowledge—that is to say, researched writing. Because it is an introduction to them, and 

because the development of new knowledge is a complicated process, ENGL 1213 breaks down 

the process of writing such papers into a number of component assignments, mimicking the 

research process prevalent in the humanities and of which the sciences often use a variant. A 

second step in that process is to explore the selected topic, testing out an idea that responds to it 

in a form that both demonstrates considered deliberation about it and suggests where more 

deliberation and consideration is likely to be of use. The Explore is directed toward that end, 

asking students to begin the pursuit of the idea treated by the earlier Prop (or another, if that idea 

was rejected as unsuitable), developing it in initial stages of argumentation. 

 

Successfully completing the Explore will require students to accomplish a number of tasks: 

 Examine personal involvement in the determined topic; 

 Examine documented details of the topic; 

 Possibly, examine others’ involvement in the determined topic; 

 Articulate potential answers to the earlier-developed question about the topic based on 

the examinations; 

 Compose a brief (approximately 1,000 words long) essay that presents the topic in its 

context, articulates potential theses about that topic (i.e., answers to the earlier-developed 

question), and supports those theses to an interested reader (Explore RV), submitting it 

electronically for assessment as a minor assignment; and 

 Revise the Explore RV in light of comments made by the instructor, submitting the 

resulting paper electronically in a final version (Explore FV) for assessment as a major 

assignment. 

 

Information about each follows, along with a copy of the grading rubric and notes. 

 

Examine Personal Involvement in the Topic 

The Prop asked its composers to consider their own involvement in the topic they selected. Some 

of that consideration will bear further examination, working toward a more developed and 

accessible presentation thereof. That is, writers of the Explore will need to reflect further not 

only on what their topic and the question to be asked about it are, but about why they want to 

find an answer to that question. Having a handle on why they want to treat the topic will help 

them to justify to their readers the treatment of the topic; if they can articulate why they are 

interested, they position themselves well to convince others to be interested in the topic, as well. 

  

http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-exploratory-essay/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-exploratory-essay/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-exploratory-essay/
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Examine Documented Details of the Topic 

Personal involvement in a topic is a good beginning to treating it. Personal involvement alone, 

however, is not usually enough to be convincing; individual experiences are unique and so 

cannot be accepted as representative of general conditions on their own. Recourse to some 

outside information is therefore necessary. If nothing else, the details of the topic itself have to 

be considered so that readers can follow discussions about them. Since the project of which the 

Explore is part treats issues of individual curricula, each Explore should present information 

about its writer’s curriculum. Details of that curriculum can be taken both from the individual 

degree plan and documentation maintained by the individual university, college, department, 

office, or instructor about that course of study. 

 

Examine Others’ Involvement in the Topic 

As an optional extra step for so early a part of the research process, the involvement with the 

topic or similar topics others have had may be examined. Doing so has both benefits and perils. 

Benefits include access to diverse perspectives, which may both offer potential answers to the 

question formulated in the Prop and illuminate nascent answers that the Explore’s writer may 

already be considering, as well as reframing personal involvement into a component of broader 

involvement of which it can be taken as representative. Perils include the overwhelming of the 

writer’s voice by the voices of others—something which the assigned course textbook notes is a 

potential problem for the kinds of novice writers towards whom the course is directed. It is due 

to such perils that working from the involvement of others in the topic remains optional at the 

relatively early part of the project represented by the Explore; writers need to find their own 

ideas to be able to contribute meaningfully to ongoing conversations. 

 

Articulate Likely Answers to the Earlier Question 

After considering information about the topic, writers of the Explore should begin to see likely 

answers to the earlier-posed question about it. That is, each should be able to put together 

responses articulating why the particular part of their course of study is as it is—either in having 

a component in place or in lacking it. That answers are possible rather than an answer being 

certain is important, as the Explore remains an early part of the research process, and continued 

investigation may reveal that one answer is more likely than others, or that some answers are 

altogether incorrect. 

 

One-sentence answers are not likely to suffice, however; if they do, then the question being 

asked is not likely one that bears sustained inquiry, and another will need to be selected. 

Effective answers should require informational support and reasoning to explain how that 

information serves to support them. Participating in a scholarly conversation requires not only 

that writers have their own ideas, but also that they can explain how they arrive at those ideas. 

Helping readers to follow along with how answers are arrived at helps them see why the answers 

are valid—and how they can be used for later projects and the development of yet more new 

knowledge about the world. 

 

Compose the Explore RV 

The prior four sections speak to concerns to be considered among prewriting activities. That is, 

they do not generate independent texts for assessment, but they do stimulate discussion and 

guide thinking along the way towards texts for assessment. For them to contribute to an effective 
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Explore, however, they must be consolidated and set down in a form accessible to the expected 

audience; that is, the information in them must be arrayed in support of specific answers to a 

specific question. The Explore RV is the first iteration of doing so. 

 

The Explore RV should open with a paragraph that articulates the writer’s involvement with the 

topic, describes and contextualizes the topic, and presents the question to be answered in an 

appropriate construction. (The paragraph can be thought of as a distillation of a successful Prop.) 

A series of a few paragraphs, each presenting a potential answer and informed reasoning for its 

possibility, should follow. The paper should conclude with an affirmation of what likely 

readers—and the paper should be written as if to non-specialist stakeholders in the course of 

study, whether supervisors or coworkers of those who will graduate from the courses of study 

identified or adult future students thereof—can gain from having an answer to the question 

posed. 

 

The Explore RV is due electronically before the beginning of class time on 24 February 

2016. It must be submitted in .doc, .docx, or .rtf format. (No other file types will be accepted; 

submissions in another file type will be treated as though not submitted.) The text of the Explore 

RV should be approximately 1,000 words, exclusive of a four-line heading (student name, 

instructor name, course and section, and date of composition), an appropriately descriptive title, 

and any Works Cited materials made necessary by the text. It should be double-spaced on letter-

size sheets with one-inch margins on all sides. It should be in 12-point Times New Roman, 

Garamond, or Georgia type. Page numbers should appear in the upper right corner of the page, 

with the student’s surname preceding the number; page numbers and surnames should be in the 

same typeface as the rest of the document. Usage should conform to standards promulgated by 

the MLA and discussed during class time. 

 

The Explore RV will be assessed as a minor assignment according to the rubric below. The text 

and comments made about it will be returned to students via email. Those comments should be 

used to improve the text further in advance of its final submission; the Explore RV is a work in 

progress. 

 

Students are encouraged to consult with the instructor and with tutors in the Student Success 

Center during the process of composing the Explore RV. No extra credit will be afforded to the 

project for doing so, but doing so is likely to improve the grade received and will likely be 

considered positively in the Prof score awarded at the end of the term. 

 

Revise the Explore RV into the Explore FV 

Following the return of instructor comments on the Explore RV, students are strongly 

encouraged to revise their papers in light of the comments. They should work from global 

issues—such as clarifying the context and question and providing both answers and solid support 

for their potential validity—to more local issues—such as how best to transition from sentence to 

sentence, and how best to phrase for concision and emphasis. Only after all of that is done should 

there be any thought of checking and amending as appropriate the surface-level features of 

formatting, spelling, punctuation, and the like. 
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The paper resulting from the process of revision, the Explore FV, should still open with a 

paragraph that articulates the writer’s involvement with the topic, describes and contextualizes 

the topic, and presents the question to be answered in an appropriate construction. (The 

paragraph can be thought of as a distillation of a successful Prop.) A series of a few paragraphs, 

each presenting a potential answer and informed reasoning for its possibility, should still follow. 

The paper should still conclude with an affirmation of what likely readers—and the paper should 

still be written as if to non-specialist stakeholders in the course of study, whether supervisors or 

coworkers of those who will graduate from the courses of study identified or adult future 

students thereof—can gain from having an answer to the question posed. 

 

The Explore FV is due electronically before the beginning of class time on 2 March 2016. It 

must be submitted in .doc, .docx, or .rtf format. (No other file types will be accepted; 

submissions in another file type will be treated as though not submitted.) The text of the Explore 

FV should be approximately 1,000 words, exclusive of a four-line heading (student name, 

instructor name, course and section, and date of composition), an appropriately descriptive title, 

and any Works Cited materials made necessary by the text. It should be double-spaced on letter-

size sheets with one-inch margins on all sides. It should be in 12-point Times New Roman, 

Garamond, or Georgia type. Page numbers should appear in the upper right corner of the page, 

with the student’s surname preceding the number; page numbers and surnames should be in the 

same typeface as the rest of the document. Usage should conform to standards promulgated by 

the MLA and discussed during class time. 

 

The Explore FV will be assessed as a major assignment worth 10% of the total course grade 

according to the rubric below. The text and comments made about it will be returned to students 

via email. Please note that, while the Explore FV should be able to stand alone as an independent 

piece of writing, the Explore will need to be included in the FinPort later in the term. The 

comments made on the Explore FV should therefore serve not only to inform performance on 

future assignments and writing tasks outside the classroom, but also to aid in the creation of a 

best version of the Explore for use later in the term. 

 

Students are encouraged to consult with the instructor and with tutors in the Student Success 

Center during the process of revision. No extra credit will be afforded to the project for doing so, 

but doing so is likely to improve the grade received and will likely be considered positively in 

the Prof score awarded at the end of the term. 

 

Grading Rubric 

Please note that, in the interest of offering students practice in proofreading and editing their own 

work, comments offered through reproductions of the form below are general in nature. That is, 

they identify systematic problems and make broad suggestions rather than making line-by-line 

corrections. 

 

Per course policy, assessment of the assignment is done according to performance in several 

categories, named and described below. Each category is weighted with a number of steps’ 

change to the basic grade of C. 
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Category Comments Steps Yes/No 

Assignment Guidelines Met   +0/-3 

Context Clear and 

Appropriate 
  +1/-1 

Question Clear and 

Appropriate 
  +1/-1 

Answers Clear and 

Appropriate 
  +2/-2 

Conclusion Clear and 

Appropriate 
  +1/-1 

Organization Effective   +1/-1 

Formatting Correct   +0/-1 

Mechanics Correct   +0/-1 

Engagement Developed   +1/+0 

Overall Score  

Overall Comments 

 

 

 Assignment Guidelines Met—Is the Explore approximately 1,000 words, exclusive of 

heading, title and end-citations? 

 Context Clear and Appropriate—Is the course of study clearly indicated? Is the specific 

topic of inquiry clearly indicated? Is the writer’s involvement in the topic clearly 

indicated? 

 Question Clear and Appropriate—Is the question to be answered in the ongoing research 

project presented clearly and in a manner appropriate to scholarly inquiry? 

 Answers Clear and Appropriate—Are answers to the question presented? Are they 

answers that demonstrate considered deliberation about their validity? Is information 

supporting them provided? Is it appropriate to support them? Is it adequately explained in 

terms of how it supports the answers given? 

 Organization Effective—Does the reading flow smoothly? Are there clear and 

appropriate transitions among its various paragraphs and components, indicating both 

that new ideas are being treated and the relationships among those ideas? 

 Formatting Correct—Is the text of the Explore double-spaced on letter-size sheets with 

one-inch margins on all sides; in 12-point Times New Roman, Garamond, or Georgia 

type; with page numbers in the upper right corner of the page, with the student’s surname 

preceding the number; and with page numbers and surnames in the same typeface as the 

rest of the document? Are any citations handled appropriately? 

 Mechanics Correct—In terms of usage, does the text conform to standards promulgated 

by the MLA and discussed during class time? Does it maintain a level of diction 

appropriate to its authorship and its intended audience? 

 Engagement Developed—As a sort of extra-credit component, does the Explore offer 

some particularly engaging or poignant element unusual or exceptional in a work of first-

year composition? Does it avoid cliché and trite phrasing? Does it stake out an unusual 

position or make a solid and reasonable attempt to push the boundaries of the assignment 

in productive ways? 
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Notes 

A targeted example of the Explore can he found here: https://elliottrwi.com/2016/02/15/sample-

exploratory-essay-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-

english/. 

 

A number of essays of appropriate length for the Explore may be found in the pages of The 

Explicator, and commentaries on curricular issues about in the Chronicle of Higher Education—

many of the articles in which will be of a length similar to that of the Explore. They are useful 

models of how essays may be written in such constraints more than as how to approach the 

specific topics of the Explore and should be used with that divergence in mind. 

 

It is possible to write the Explore entirely from the single primary source of the student’s degree 

plan. If it is written thus, informal citation of the degree plan will suffice. If either or both of the 

following occur, however, formal citation must be provided in the text and in a Works Cited list 

beginning on the page following the main text: 

 Additional primary sources are used 

 Any secondary or tertiary sources are used 

Failure to do so represents a failure to uphold academic integrity, which may have substantially 

detrimental consequences to student grades. 

 

Additionally, improper use of source materials may have negative consequences to student 

grades, even if they are cited correctly (per MLA standards). 

https://elliottrwi.com/2016/02/15/sample-exploratory-essay-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/02/15/sample-exploratory-essay-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/02/15/sample-exploratory-essay-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
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Below appears a print version of the guidelines for the Annotated Bibliography (AnnBib) posted 

online at http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-

engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-annotated-

bibliography/. The online version is to be considered authoritative, superseding any previously 

published information regarding the AnnBib. 

 

As noted in the introduction to the Prop assignment (http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-

oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-

college-engl-1213-composition-ii-topic-proposal/), ENGL 1213: Composition II serves, among 

others, as a bridge into more formal genres of academic writing, including those that develop 

new knowledge—that is to say, researched writing. Because it is an introduction to them, and 

because the development of new knowledge is a complicated process, ENGL 1213 breaks down 

the process of writing such papers into a number of component assignments, mimicking the 

research process prevalent in the humanities and of which the sciences often use a variant. A 

useful step in that process is to seek out the commentaries of others on the same or similar 

subjects. The AnnBib is directed toward that end, asking students to begin finding and reviewing 

secondary and tertiary sources in support of developing one of the arguments advanced in the 

Explore, marshalling support for the argument into which it will grow. 

 

Successfully completing the Explore will require students to accomplish a number of tasks: 

 Reflect further on personal involvement with the topic and a specific answer to an earlier-

posed question about it; 

 Investigate secondary source materials; 

 Optionally, but likely helpfully, investigate tertiary/critical source materials; 

 Assess the utility of individual items uncovered through investigation of secondary and, 

optionally, tertiary/critical source materials; 

 Summarize the selected individual items; 

 Construct citations for the selected items; 

 Compose a brief (six-source) annotated bibliography that presents the topic in its context, 

outlines the methods by which sources were selected, and offers three-part annotations of 

each selected source (AnnBib RV), submitting it electronically for assessment as a minor 

assignment; and 

 Revise the AnnBib RV in light of comments made by the instructor, submitting the 

resulting paper electronically in a final version (AnnBib FV) for assessment as a major 

assignment. 

 

Information about each follows, along with a copy of the grading rubric and notes. 

 

Refine Thinking on the Topic, the Question about It, and an Answer Thereto 

The AnnBib is meant to support continued discussion of the idea voiced in the Prop, following 

up on one of the answers to the Prop’s question advanced in the earlier Explore 

(http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-

1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-exploratory-essay/). 

As it treats the materials in more refined and advanced form, it needs to give additional thought 

http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-annotated-bibliography/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-annotated-bibliography/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-annotated-bibliography/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-topic-proposal/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-topic-proposal/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-topic-proposal/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-exploratory-essay/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-exploratory-essay/
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to them, looking at how they  may be adjusted to reflect emergent circumstances while still 

retaining the inner core that promoted initial involvement with and investigation of the topic and 

determination of questions and answers about it. 

 

Investigate Secondary Source Materials 

As noted for an assignment similar to the AnnBib required for another course, 

(http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/osu/oklahoma-state-university-engl-1213-composition-

ii/oklahoma-state-university-engl-1213-composition-ii-developing-a-topic-and-locating-

sources/), 

The generation of new knowledge has to begin from already-uncovered 

knowledge. Students will therefore need to work from materials already 

developed, both primary sources (as noted above) and secondary sources: reports 

of research conducted into curricular matters, commentaries from interested 

parties, and the like. Finding such materials presents little trouble; finding which 

materials among them are useful is perhaps more challenging. To be useful, 

secondary source materials must be both reliable (i.e., the information presented 

in them and the conclusions made by them must be trustworthy) and relevant (i.e., 

they must discuss the subject of inquiry or something reasonably proximal to it). 

Academic journal articles and scholarly books (or chapters therefrom) are the 

most likely sources for such materials, although it is possible that other secondary 

sources—such as reports of research sponsored by major disciplinary 

organizations and reputable bodies that treat teaching—will be useful. 

 

Also noted in the materials for that assignment is that 

Matt Upson, Director of Undergraduate Research at Oklahoma State University’s 

Edmon Low Library, offers several videos that may be of assistance in 

negotiating a search for appropriate secondary sources: 

 “What Is a Database?”: http://screencast.com/t/DMhi2wmJHVji 

 “Choosing a Database”: http://screencast.com/t/ESjMtsAQO0In 

 “Searching a Database”: http://screencast.com/t/jtXhWSae 

 “Examining an Article”: http://screencast.com/t/uAqdL8Quc67N 

 “RefME”: http://screencast.com/t/zTJk1V7elu 

 “Evaluating Sources”: https://www.lib.ncsu.edu/tutorials/evaluating-sources/ 

 

For the AnnBib, as for that assignment, “Review of the materials is encouraged. They are meant 

to serve collectively as an introductory guide, not to foreclose possibilities.” 

 

Additionally helpful will be the use of subject guides, such as can be found at the Oklahoma 

State University library website, here: http://www.library.okstate.edu/research-guides/subject-

lists/. Each connects to information specialists and resources likely to be of assistance in tracking 

down secondary source materials relevant to the projects being undertaken. 

 

Students will benefit from keeping track of where they look for their sources and from reflecting 

on why they look in the places they look and why they select the sources they do. Such 

information will inform the AnnBib as it moves forward. More generally, knowing how sources 

http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/osu/oklahoma-state-university-engl-1213-composition-ii/oklahoma-state-university-engl-1213-composition-ii-developing-a-topic-and-locating-sources/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/osu/oklahoma-state-university-engl-1213-composition-ii/oklahoma-state-university-engl-1213-composition-ii-developing-a-topic-and-locating-sources/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/osu/oklahoma-state-university-engl-1213-composition-ii/oklahoma-state-university-engl-1213-composition-ii-developing-a-topic-and-locating-sources/
http://screencast.com/t/DMhi2wmJHVji
http://screencast.com/t/ESjMtsAQO0In
http://screencast.com/t/jtXhWSae
http://screencast.com/t/uAqdL8Quc67N
http://screencast.com/t/zTJk1V7elu
https://www.lib.ncsu.edu/tutorials/evaluating-sources/
http://www.library.okstate.edu/research-guides/subject-lists/
http://www.library.okstate.edu/research-guides/subject-lists/
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are found and why they are selected helps readers to know how valid, reliable, and applicable the 

work they read is to what they are doing. 

 

Investigate Tertiary/Critical Source Materials 

As an optional extra step, although one likely to be of assistance as the project moves forward, 

students can look into tertiary or critical source materials. Unlike primary sources, which are 

necessary to any investigation, and secondary sources, which comment more or less directly on 

the primary materials or closely related items, tertiary or critical materials may not explicitly 

treat the particular subject being investigated. Their utility comes in providing frames of 

reference through which to approach primary and secondary source materials. That is, they offer 

guidelines for how to approach knowledge and develop understanding that may then be applied 

to the primary and secondary materials in the hopes of making sense of them. 

 

Tertiary/critical sources can be found in and among secondary sources. Searching for the latter 

will doubtlessly bring up the former, as well. One note needs to be made, however; 

tertiary/critical sources are likely to be more expansive and stable than secondary sources. That 

is, they are more likely to be books than are secondary sources. Trips through library stacks 

might be in order therefore. 

 

As with secondary sources, students will benefit from keeping track of where they look for their 

sources and from reflecting on why they look in the places they look and why they select the 

sources they do. Such information will inform the AnnBib as it moves forward. More generally, 

knowing how sources are found and why they are selected helps readers to know how valid, 

reliable, and applicable the work they read is to what they are doing. 

 

Assess the Utility of the Sources, Selecting the Most Pertinent 

Finding sources is relatively easy. Indeed, it is too easy; searches are likely to offer hundreds of 

thousands of results, if not millions. Parsing the sources is therefore necessary; not all will be 

useful, and of those that are useful, not all will be equally useful. While specific rubrics for 

assessment will vary by topic and approach, they should minimally include such concerns as 

peer review. Timeliness should likely also be considered in whether a source is useful in 

supporting the answer being pursued for the remainder of the semester-long research project. 

 

Not only will it be useful for students to keep track of how they search for their sources, it will 

be useful for them to track how they determine sources’ utility to their projects, as well as how 

individual sources are likely to be of use to their specific projects. Both sets of information will 

be useful moving forward in the AnnBib and in the later work to be done in the course. 

 

Summarize the Selected Sources 

After the sources have been found to be useful, they need to be summarized. Summarizing texts 

effectively helps them be made accessible to other readers, as well as allowing them to serve as 

useful study guides for later work. Additionally, they serve as confirmation that the materials 

have been fully reviewed by the summary-writers, which helps improve writerly credibility. 

 

The summaries in the AnnBib should begin with a sentence laying out the thesis of the article. 

Subsequent sentences should identify major argumentative points and methods of proof. They 
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should be presented in the order followed by the piece being summarized, since the overall thrust 

of the summary should parallel the text being summarized. 

 

What should not appear in summaries is quotation. Summaries serve to condense their source 

texts. This cannot be done if the original phrasing is retained. Similarly, minor details should not 

be presented in summaries; the retention of such detail inhibits effective condensation of the 

source texts, making the summary less effective than it could be. 

 

As is noted in an assignment for another, similar course, “A number of sample summaries appear 

on the “Abstracts” page on ElliottRWI, which can be found at the following URL: 

http://elliottrwi.com/research/abstracts/.…[Look] to them for form and style rather than as 

subjects of explicit mimicry.” 

 

Develop Citations for the Selected Sources 

Incumbent upon any scholarly work is accurate and appropriate accounting for the provenance of 

any information deployed. Part of this is citation, which documents where sources are found so 

that others can refer back to them as they conduct their own efforts to expand human knowledge. 

Because the AnnBib serves as a component of an ongoing research project, one that identifies 

and deploys outside information, it must include citation; each of its selected sources must be 

accorded formal identification. The context of the course asserts that that identification should 

align to the standards promulgated by the Modern Language Association of America (MLA). 

 

Ideally, students will work from copies of the current version of the MLA Handbook for Writers 

of Research Papers (the Seventh Edition at the time of this writing) or the MLA Style Manual 

and Guide to Scholarly Publishing (Third Edition as of this writing) to produce citations for each 

fo their selected sources. Accessibility is always an issue, though, as neither text is free to 

students. A free and open online resource is available, however, in the relevant section of the 

Purdue Online Writing Lab. Widely used even by academics, it is available at the following 

URL: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/. It reproduces much of the 

information about citation styles and formats included in the official sources and so is a useful 

guide. 

 

Citations tend to be among the most difficult things for students to do well, but they are simply 

matters of attention to detail. Working carefully and methodically—and allowing time to do so—

will be of substantial benefit. 

 

Compose the AnnBib RV 

The prior six sections speak to concerns to be considered among prewriting activities. That is, 

they do not generate independent texts for assessment, but they do stimulate discussion and 

guide thinking along the way towards texts for assessment. For them to contribute to an effective 

AnnBib, however, they must be consolidated and set down in a form accessible to the expected 

audience; that is, they need to be cited, condensed into quickly read forms, and assessed for their 

utility. The AnnBib RV is the first iteration of doing so. 

 

The AnnBib RV should open with a paragraph that articulates the writer’s involvement with the 

topic, describes and contextualizes the topic, and presents the question to be answered and a 

http://elliottrwi.com/research/abstracts/
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/
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selected answer thereto in an appropriate construction. (The paragraph can be thought of as a 

distillation of a successful Explore.) A second paragraph should outline how the sources meant 

to support the answer were found and their validity determined. Afterward should follow a series 

of annotative entries, each consisting of an MLA-style Works Cited citation for one source, a 

one-paragraph summary of that source, and a one-paragraph evaluation of the annotated source’s 

validity in supporting the advanced answer (in that order). They should be at least six in number, 

at least five of which must be secondary; one may be either secondary or tertiary/critical. 

 

The AnnBib RV is due electronically before the beginning of class time on 23 March 2016. 

It must be submitted in .doc, .docx, or .rtf format. (No other file types will be accepted; 

submissions in another file type will be treated as though not submitted.) The text of the AnnBib 

RV should be two paragraphs and at least six entries long, exclusive of a four-line heading 

(student name, instructor name, course and section, and date of composition) and an 

appropriately descriptive title. It should be double-spaced on letter-size sheets with one-inch 

margins on all sides. It should be in 12-point Times New Roman, Garamond, or Georgia type. 

Page numbers should appear in the upper right corner of the page, with the student’s surname 

preceding the number; page numbers and surnames should be in the same typeface as the rest of 

the document. Paragraphs’ first lines should be indented half an inch from the left-hand margin; 

subsequent lines should be flush left. Citations will invert that indentation. Annotative entries 

should be separated from one another and from the preparatory paragraphs by an extra blank 

line. Usage should conform to standards promulgated by the MLA and discussed during class 

time. 

 

The AnnBib RV will be assessed as a minor assignment according to the rubric below. The text 

and comments made about it will be returned to students via email. Those comments should be 

used to improve the text further in advance of its final submission; the AnnBib RV is a work in 

progress. 

 

Students are encouraged to consult with the instructor and with tutors in the Student Success 

Center during the process of composing the AnnBib RV. No extra credit will be afforded to the 

project for doing so, but doing so is likely to improve the grade received and will likely be 

considered positively in the Prof score awarded at the end of the term. 

 

Revise the AnnBib RV into the AnnBib FV 

Following the return of instructor comments on the AnnBib RV, students are strongly 

encouraged to revise their papers in light of the comments. They should work from global 

issues—clarifying the topic, question, and answer; clarifying the methods of searching for and 

selection of sources; and appropriately summarizing and assessing the sources—to more local 

issues—such as how best to transition from sentence to sentence, and how best to phrase for 

concision and emphasis. Only after all of that is done should there be any thought of checking 

and amending as appropriate the surface-level features of formatting, spelling, punctuation, and 

the like. 

 

The paper resulting from the process of revision, the AnnBib FV, should still open with a 

paragraph noting the topic, question, and answer thereto being treated. It should still follow with 

a paragraph outlining how sources were sought and selected. A series of at least six three-part 
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annotative entries should still follow, each of which offers an MLA-style Works Cited entry, 

summary, and assessment of the utility of a selected secondary (and, optionally, tertiary/critical) 

source. 

 

The AnnBib FV is due electronically before the beginning of class time on 30 March 2016. 

It must be submitted in .doc, .docx, or .rtf format. (No other file types will be accepted; 

submissions in another file type will be treated as though not submitted.) The text of the AnnBib 

FV should be two paragraphs and at least six entries long, exclusive of a four-line heading 

(student name, instructor name, course and section, and date of composition) and an 

appropriately descriptive title. It should be double-spaced on letter-size sheets with one-inch 

margins on all sides. It should be in 12-point Times New Roman, Garamond, or Georgia type. 

Page numbers should appear in the upper right corner of the page, with the student’s surname 

preceding the number; page numbers and surnames should be in the same typeface as the rest of 

the document. Paragraphs’ first lines should be indented half an inch from the left-hand margin; 

subsequent lines should be flush left. Citations will invert that indentation. Annotative entries 

should be separated from one another and from the preparatory paragraphs by an extra blank 

line. Usage should conform to standards promulgated by the MLA and discussed during class 

time. 

 

The AnnBib FV will be assessed as a major assignment worth 15% of the total course grade 

according to the rubric below. The text and comments made about it will be returned to students 

via email. Please note that, while the AnnBib FV should be able to stand alone as an independent 

piece of writing, the AnnBib will need to be included in the FinPort later in the term. The 

comments made on the AnnBib FV should therefore serve not only to inform performance on 

future assignments and writing tasks outside the classroom, but also to aid in the creation of a 

best version of the AnnBib for use later in the term. 

 

Students are encouraged to consult with the instructor and with tutors in the Student Success 

Center during the process of revision. No extra credit will be afforded to the project for doing so, 

but doing so is likely to improve the grade received and will likely be considered positively in 

the Prof score awarded at the end of the term. 

 

Grading Rubric 

Please note that, in the interest of offering students practice in proofreading and editing their own 

work, comments offered through reproductions of the form below are general in nature. That is, 

they identify systematic problems and make broad suggestions rather than making line-by-line 

corrections. 

 

Per course policy, assessment of the assignment is done according to performance in several 

categories, named and described below. Each category is weighted with a number of steps’ 

change to the basic grade of C. 
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Category Comments Steps Yes/No 

Assignment Guidelines Met   +0/-3 

Introductory Paragraph Clear 

and Appropriate 
  +1/-1 

Methodology Paragraph 

Clear and Appropriate 
  +1/-1 

Sources Appropriate   +2/-1 

Citations Correct   +1/-1 

Summaries Clear and 

Appropriate 
  +1/-1 

Evaluations Clear and 

Appropriate 
  +1/-1 

Formatting Correct   +0/-1 

Mechanics Correct   +0/-1 

Overall Score  

Overall Comments 

 

 

 Assignment Guidelines Met—Is the AnnBib composed of an introductory paragraph, 

methodologies paragraph, and at least six three-part annotative entries, exclusive of 

heading and descriptive title? 

 Introductory Paragraph Clear and Appropriate—Does the text indicate the topic to be 

treated, the question being asked about it, and the answer thereto? 

 Methodology Paragraph Clear and Appropriate—Is the process through which students 

selected sources for inclusion in the AnnBib adequately explained? 

 Sources Appropriate—Are the sources treated secondary sources? Are they likely to be 

reliable, given their provenance? 

 Citations Correct—Do the citations in the bibliography conform to MLA standards in 

terms of content and presentation? Do they account for information appropriately? 

 Summaries Appropriate—Does each entry’s summary paragraph provide the information 

appropriate to a summary (thesis of the piece annotated, overview of major points of 

discussion)? Does it provide enough information for a reader to get an accurate sense of 

the summarized piece’s content and form? 

 Evaluations Appropriate—Does each entry’s evaluative paragraph justify its potential use 

as a secondary source in answering one or more of the research questions expressed in 

the topic proposal? 

 Formatting Correct—Are the paragraphs of the AnnBib double-spaced on letter-size 

sheets with one-inch margins on all sides; in 12-point Times New Roman, Garamond, or 

Georgia type; with page numbers in the upper right corner of the page, with the student’s 

surname preceding the number; and with page numbers and surnames in the same 

typeface as the rest of the document? Are annotative entries separated from each other 

and from the introductory and methodological paragraphs by an extra blank line? 

 Mechanics Correct—In terms of usage, does the text conform to standards promulgated 

by the MLA and discussed during class time? Does it maintain a level of diction 

appropriate to its authorship and its intended audience?  
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Notes 

A targeted example of the AnnBib is available here: https://elliottrwi.com/2016/03/02/sample-

annotated-bibliography-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-

in-english/. 

 

Other examples of the kind of work requested in the AnnBib are readily found, some noted in the 

list below. Note that they are written to different specific purposes than the AnnBib assignment; 

the examples are to be taken as models of content and style rather than objects of explicit 

mimicry. 

 “The Fedwren Project: A Robin Hobb Annotated Bibliography,” one of the instructor’s 

personal projects: http://elliottrwi.com/research/hobb-bibliography/ 

 The sample exercise written for an assignment similar to the AnnBib required of another 

course: http://elliottrwi.com/2016/02/06/sample-developing-a-topic-and-locating-sources-

assignment-questions-about-the-comprehensive-exams-for-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-

english/ 

 An older annotated bibliography, written for a different course entirely: 

http://gelliottteaching.blogspot.com/2013/06/sample-annotated-bibliography-for.html 

 

The AnnBib is in large measure an exercise in formal citation and identification of useful source 

materials. More than in many other assignments, attention to the details of the work done to 

account for the provenance of information is obligatory. Failure to provide appropriate 

citation may be treated as an academic integrity violation. 

https://elliottrwi.com/2016/03/02/sample-annotated-bibliography-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/03/02/sample-annotated-bibliography-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/03/02/sample-annotated-bibliography-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
http://elliottrwi.com/research/hobb-bibliography/
http://elliottrwi.com/2016/02/06/sample-developing-a-topic-and-locating-sources-assignment-questions-about-the-comprehensive-exams-for-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
http://elliottrwi.com/2016/02/06/sample-developing-a-topic-and-locating-sources-assignment-questions-about-the-comprehensive-exams-for-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
http://elliottrwi.com/2016/02/06/sample-developing-a-topic-and-locating-sources-assignment-questions-about-the-comprehensive-exams-for-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
http://gelliottteaching.blogspot.com/2013/06/sample-annotated-bibliography-for.html
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Below appears a print version of the guidelines for the Researched Paper (ResPpr) posted online 

at http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-

1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-researched-paper/. 

The online version is to be considered authoritative, superseding any previously published 

information regarding the ResPpr. 

 

As noted in the introduction to the Prop assignment (http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-

oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-

college-engl-1213-composition-ii-topic-proposal/), ENGL 1213: Composition II serves, among 

others, as a bridge into more formal genres of academic writing, including those that develop 

new knowledge—that is to say, researched writing. Because it is an introduction to them, and 

because the development of new knowledge is a complicated process, ENGL 1213 breaks down 

the process of writing such papers into a number of component assignments, mimicking the 

research process prevalent in the humanities and of which the sciences often use a variant. A 

“final” step in that process is to compile and present in accessible fashion the results of academic 

inquiry conducted. The ResPpr is directed toward that end, asking students to array their ideas 

and support for them in a manner likely to convince an interested audience that their ideas are 

worth consideration. 

 

Students will note that the shape of the ResPpr is effectively identical to that of the Student’s 

Own Question assignment required of students enrolled in sections of ENGL 1213 taught by Dr. 

Elliott at Oklahoma State University during the Spring 2016 term. Consequently, much of the 

phrasing for the ResPpr derives from the other assignment, here: 

http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/osu/oklahoma-state-university-engl-1213-composition-

ii/oklahoma-state-university-engl-1213-composition-ii-your-own-question/. It is reproduced 

herein without comment, taking the ResPpr assignment sheet as a different version of its 

University counterpart. 

 

Successfully completing the ResPpr will require students to accomplish a number of tasks: 

 Reflect further on personal involvement with the topic and a specific answer to an earlier-

posed question about it; 

 Identify points of support for that thesis, developing each through appropriate primary, 

secondary, and (optionally) tertiary/critical evidence, as well as systematic explanation of 

the same; 

 Identify a reasonable counter-argument to the thesis, developing it through appropriate 

primary, secondary, and (optionally) tertiary/critical evidence, as well as systematic 

explanation of the same; 

 Identify a reasonable rebuttal to the counter-argument, developing it through appropriate 

primary, secondary, and (optionally) tertiary/critical evidence, as well as systematic 

explanation of the same; 

 Develop a graceful, sensible entry into and exit out of the discussion; 

 Compose a predominantly argumentative paper of approximately ten pages—3,100 to 

3,400 words in length—that articulates and supports a thesis and includes both counter-

argument and rebuttal (ResPpr RV), submitting it electronically for assessment as a 

minor assignment; and 

http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-researched-paper/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-researched-paper/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-topic-proposal/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-topic-proposal/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-topic-proposal/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/osu/oklahoma-state-university-engl-1213-composition-ii/oklahoma-state-university-engl-1213-composition-ii-your-own-question/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/osu/oklahoma-state-university-engl-1213-composition-ii/oklahoma-state-university-engl-1213-composition-ii-your-own-question/
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 Revise the ResPpr RV in light of comments made by the instructor, submitting the 

resulting paper electronically in a final version (ResPpr FV) for assessment as a major 

assignment. 

 

Information about each follows, along with a copy of the grading rubric and notes. 

 

Refine Thinking on the Topic, the Question about It, and an Answer Thereto 

The ResPpr is meant to examine and present as valid an opinion about the idea voiced in the 

Prop, following up on one of the answers to the Prop’s question advanced in the earlier Explore 

(http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-

1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-exploratory-essay/). 

As it treats the materials in yet more refined and advanced form, it needs to give additional 

thought to them, looking at how they may be adjusted to reflect emergent circumstances while 

still retaining the inner core that promoted initial involvement with and investigation of the topic 

and determination of questions and answers about it. 

 

Particular thought needs to be given to the answer advanced in the Explore, as it will serve as an 

at-least tentative thesis for the ResPpr. It needs to present a reasonable claim in an authoritative 

manner, one that indicates what question is being answered without having to explicitly present a 

question. A well-written thesis also advances a position without insulting the reader, as well as 

being something that asks for explanation to validate it. (A self-evident thesis hardly merits 

discussion, reading as trite or worse.) In essence, it offers an intellectual destination, one that 

requires some travel to reach—travel provided by the rest of the paper. 

 

It is important to keep in mind that the initial thesis must be regarded as tentative. During the 

process of developing the argument supporting it (as discussed below), it may happen that the 

thesis will need to be reconsidered or even discarded entirely, as evidence and the reasoning 

applied to that evidence may argue that a variation on the thesis, or even another thesis 

altogether, is a more accurate answer to the question that spurred the initial investigation. Being 

open to such changes is one mark of a thinking, reasoning, intelligent person, so changing theses 

is not something to be taken as a failure. 

 

Identify and Develop Support for the Thesis 

Theses are not necessarily valid on their own. For readers to accept them, they need to be 

supported by a number of argumentative points, each of which derives from carefully explained 

primary, secondary, and (optionally) tertiary/critical evidence. After the (tentative) thesis for the 

ResPpr is determined, then, support for it needs to be arrayed. 

 

Each point of support marshaled for the thesis, each reason that it is valid, needs to emerge from 

close examination of specific primary, secondary, and/or (optionally) tertiary/critical evidence. 

That is, there need to be specific words or images on a page or from the mouths of experts 

speaking about their areas of relevant expertise, or else directly reported authorial observations, 

that undergird the assertions made. That evidence needs to be clearly and explicitly presented to 

readers, so that they are able to understand what materials lead to the ideas presented in the 

paper. More importantly, how that evidence serves to support the ideas about it needs to be 

explained. Readers do not approach the materials presented from the same positions as authors of 

http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-exploratory-essay/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-exploratory-essay/
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the papers wherein they are presented; they need to have the process through which the authors 

move from the evidence to their ideas about it explained in detail so that they can follow along 

with it and, if all goes as it should, come to accept that the idea is arrived at sensibly, becoming 

itself sensible. Additionally, how the ideas themselves serve to validate the overall thesis of the 

paper needs to be made clear, and for much the same reason that the evidence informing the 

ideas needs to be explained in terms of how it informs the ideas. 

 

Additionally, the points of support for the thesis cannot exist in isolation. They must be 

presented in relation to one another, ideally in an order that both fosters readerly comprehension 

and conduces to the effectiveness of the overall argument. The chronological order discussed in 

earlier assignments may be a useful organizing principle, depending on the question being 

addressed and the answer given to it. Some questions and answers will not admit of such 

treatment, however, so other orders may need to be deployed. Traditional rhetorical order (i.e., 

weakest point to strongest point) or a slight modification thereof (i.e., starting with the second-

strongest point before presenting the weakest and growing progressively stronger throughout the 

paper) suggests itself as a useful organizing principle in such cases. In some circumstances, a 

simple additive order might be most helpful, although it is less likely to be so than many others. 

Whatever organizing principle is at work needs to be clearly indicated in the way new points are 

introduced—and transitioning into new ideas tends to work better than transitioning out of old 

ones. 

 

It will be helpful to develop the list of Works Cited during the process of composition, rather 

than postponing it for creation after drafting is done. Continuous development reduces the 

chances of overlooking a source in later development, which is an error with potentially grave 

consequences. Embedding in-text citations should occur during the process of drafting, as well, 

and for the same reason. 

 

Identify and Develop a Counter-Argument 

The ResPpr serves as something of an introduction to the kinds of formal academic writing 

prevalent in many disciplines, as well as types of formal writing common outside academe. 

Papers such as the ResPpr are often referred to as conference papers, meant to be delivered in 

fifteen to twenty minutes to groups of peers interested in the general area of research treated by 

the paper. They are often also called “white papers,” and they are used as support for establishing 

or changing policies. Both types of papers have expectations of genre, including an indication 

that the author 1) is familiar with the work done in the area discussed by the paper and 2) has 

considered other opinions before arriving at that presented in the paper. One way to do so is to 

present a counter-argument. 

 

A counter-argument serves to present an opposing or divergent view to that articulated in the 

thesis. In effect, a counter-argument serves to anticipate a possible objection to the thesis being 

argued, something which helps to strengthen authorial ethos in that it demonstrates superior 

command of relevant material and a considered approach to it. 

 

It may seem paradoxical to include a counter-argument, and including a counter-argument does 

not, on its own strengthen support of a thesis. Another component is required: the rebuttal 

(discussed below). Further, for the counter-argument to be effective, it has to articulate a 
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reasonable position, one that can easily be understood as being valid. A straw-man or otherwise 

fallacious counter-argument will not suffice; it will instead have a detrimental effect on the 

strength of support for the thesis, indicating that the author is insufficiently certain of materials 

or is insufficiently able to investigate divergent opinions to be able to handle reasonable 

objections. As such, the counter-argument must be presented sincerely and honestly, given as 

much attention as a solid point of support for the thesis. Additionally, the disjunction between 

the thesis and the counter-argument is such that particular attention to transitioning into the latter 

is needed. Readers need to be eased into the counter-argument; an abrupt introduction of it will 

confuse and annoy them, greatly diminishing the effectiveness of the writing, overall. 

 

The use of secondary sources to develop the counter-argument suggests itself as a useful tactic. It 

is easier to report another’s words (perhaps summarizing them as the AnnBib asks for its focal 

text) as a means of presenting alternative views of the topic than to develop counter-arguments 

internally. Doing so is by no means required, and there will be some projects where such a tactic 

is inappropriate, but it is often helpful. 

 

Further, as with supporting the thesis, continuous development of in-text citations and the Works 

Cited list to which they refer during drafting of the counter-argument is recommended. 

 

Identify and Develop a Rebuttal 

The counter-argument serves to demonstrate to readers that a paper’s writer has command of the 

material being discussed and has considered other opinions. On its own, however, it does not 

conduce to the support of the argument being made by the paper. For it to do so, it must be 

followed immediately by a rebuttal, an argumentative point that demonstrates that the counter-

argument is in some way inapplicable to the situation being treated in the paper. This is not 

necessarily the same thing as saying that the thesis is correct—and it should not be. What it is is 

a counter-argument to the counter-argument, the provision of which facilitates return to the main 

line of discussion in the paper while demonstrating further the author’s considered approach to 

the topic being discussed. 

 

As noted, the rebuttal serves to demonstrate that the counter-argument is in some way incorrect 

or inapplicable to the specific situation being discussed by the thesis. In effect, the rebuttal serves 

to undercut the potential objection raised in the counter-argument, clearing intellectual ground 

upon which to build the argument that supports the thesis. 

 

Like the counter-argument, the rebuttal must present a reasonable argument to be effective; an 

extreme or untenable assault on the counter-argument will have the same effect for it that an 

extreme or fallacious counter-argument will have for the thesis. As such, the rebuttal must be 

presented sincerely and honestly, given as much attention as a solid point of support for the 

thesis. Additionally, the disjunction between the counter-argument and the rebuttal is such that 

particular attention to transitioning into the latter is needed. Readers need to be eased into the 

rebuttal; an abrupt introduction of it will confuse and annoy them, greatly diminishing the 

effectiveness of the writing, overall. 

 

As with the counter-argument, the use of secondary sources to develop the rebuttal suggests 

itself as a useful tactic. It is often easier to report another’s words (perhaps summarizing them as 
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the AnnBib asks for its focal texts) as a means of presenting alternative views of the topic than to 

develop rebuttals internally. Doing so is by no means required, and there will be some projects 

where such a tactic is inappropriate, but it is not seldom helpful. 

 

Further, as with supporting the thesis and indicating the counter-argument, continuous 

development of in-text citations and the Works Cited list to which they refer during drafting of 

the rebuttal is recommended. 

 

Develop an Introduction and a Conclusion 

After having considered what the thesis will be and how to adequately support it, how to move 

into the thesis and its support must be determined, as must how to move out of them. The former 

needs to introduce the topic being discussed in the paper, identifying it clearly and providing 

context for the discussion to come. An indication of authorial involvement with the topic would 

also be useful, as it helps to situate ethos and provides an appropriate pathos appeal to motivate 

reading. The introduction should also articulate the thesis to be presented; readers tend to benefit 

from and appreciate knowing the end towards which their reading efforts will be directed. It 

might be useful to follow the presentation of the thesis with an essay map: a statement of the 

order in which points will be presented. Forecasting organization for the reader eases reading—

but if an essay map is provided, it must be followed scrupulously. Doing otherwise has the effect 

of lying to the reader, with commensurate damage to the paper’s credibility and the author’s. 

 

The conclusion should do more than simply recapitulate the thesis and supporting points. It 

needs to move towards some greater implication, perhaps suggesting a course of action that can 

be taken in light of the now-validated thesis. Indicating what value accrues to the inquiry 

conducted in the paper is another good strategy, something that returns the paper to the world 

and moves forward, addressing the relevance the paper has for future uses. 

 

Compose the ResPpr RV 

The prior five sections speak to concerns to be considered among prewriting activities. That is, 

they do not generate independent texts for assessment, but they do stimulate discussion and 

guide thinking along the way towards texts for assessment. For them to contribute to an effective 

ResPpr, however, they must be consolidated and set down in a form accessible to the expected 

audience; that is, they need to be compiled and sorted into an easily legible and intelligible order 

that serves to articulate a central idea and effective support therefore. The ResPpr RV is the first 

iteration of doing so. 

 

The ResPpr RV should open with a paragraph that articulates the writer’s involvement with the 

topic, describes and contextualizes the topic, and presents the question to be answered and a 

selected answer thereto in an appropriate construction. (The paragraph can be thought of as a 

distillation of a successful Explore.) It might then offer an essay map. It should follow with a 

counter-argument and rebuttal, in that order, before moving on to present a well ordered series of 

points that support the thesis with solid primary, secondary, and (optionally) tertiary/critical 

evidence that is explained in terms of how it supports each point made—as well as an 

explanation of how each point serves to support the thesis. The paper will do well to conclude 

with a paragraph that moves beyond simply repeating the thesis and the points made in support 
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of it to some kind of recommendation or indication of what readers can do now that they are 

provided with the validated thesis presented in the text. 

 

The ResPpr RV is due electronically before the beginning of class time on 13 April 2016. It 

must be submitted in .doc, .docx, or .rtf format. (No other file types will be accepted; 

submissions in another file type will be treated as though not submitted.) The text of the ResPpr 

RV should be 3,100 to 3,400 words long, exclusive of a four-line heading (student name, 

instructor name, course and section, and date of composition), an appropriately descriptive title, 

and an MLA-style Works Cited list. It should be double-spaced on letter-size sheets with one-

inch margins on all sides. It should be in 12-point Times New Roman, Garamond, or Georgia 

type. Page numbers should appear in the upper right corner of the page, with the student’s 

surname preceding the number; page numbers and surnames should be in the same typeface as 

the rest of the document. Paragraphs’ first lines should be indented half an inch from the left-

hand margin; subsequent lines should be flush left. The Works Cited list should begin on a new 

page with a horizontally centered subject-heading; its citations should align left with the first 

lines flush to the left margin and subsequent lines indented half an inch. Double-spacing remains 

in place; no extra spaces intervene within or between citations. Usage should conform to 

standards promulgated by the MLA and discussed during class time. 

 

The ResPpr RV will be assessed as a minor assignment according to the rubric below. The text 

and comments made about it will be returned to students via email. Those comments should be 

used to improve the text further in advance of its final submission; the ResPpr RV is a work in 

progress, and changes to it are expected therefore. 

 

Students are encouraged to consult with the instructor and with tutors in the Student Success 

Center during the process of composing the ResPpr RV. No extra credit will be afforded to the 

project for doing so, but doing so is likely to improve the grade received and will likely be 

considered positively in the Prof score awarded at the end of the term. 

 

Revise the ResPpr RV into the ResPpr FV 

Following the return of instructor comments on the ResPpr RV, students are strongly 

encouraged to revise their papers in light of the comments. They should work from global 

issues—such as the presence and appropriateness of a thesis, the effectiveness of counter-

argument and rebuttal, the adequacy of support for the thesis, the adequacy of evidence 

undergirding the support, and the adequacy of explanation thereof—to more local issues—such 

as how best to transition from sentence to sentence, and how best to phrase for concision and 

emphasis. Only after all of that is done should there be any thought of checking and amending as 

appropriate the surface-level features of formatting, spelling, punctuation, and the like. 

 

The paper resulting from the process of revision, the ResPpr FV, should still open with a 

paragraph noting the topic, question, and answer thereto being treated; an essay map might be 

provided, as well. It should still follow with a counter-argument and rebuttal, in that order, 

before moving on to present a well ordered series of points that support the thesis with solid 

primary, secondary, and (optionally) tertiary/critical evidence that is explained in terms of how it 

supports each point made—as well as an explanation of how each point serves to support the 

thesis. The paper will do well to conclude with a paragraph that moves beyond simply repeating 
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the thesis and the points made in support of it to some kind of recommendation or indication of 

what readers can do now that they are provided with the validated thesis presented in the text. 

 

The ResPpr FV is due electronically before the beginning of class time on 20 April 2016. It 

must be submitted in .doc, .docx, or .rtf format. (No other file types will be accepted; 

submissions in another file type will be treated as though not submitted.) The text of the ResPpr 

FV should be 3,100 to 3,400 words long, exclusive of a four-line heading (student name, 

instructor name, course and section, and date of composition), an appropriately descriptive title, 

and an MLA-style Works Cited list. It should be double-spaced on letter-size sheets with one-

inch margins on all sides. It should be in 12-point Times New Roman, Garamond, or Georgia 

type. Page numbers should appear in the upper right corner of the page, with the student’s 

surname preceding the number; page numbers and surnames should be in the same typeface as 

the rest of the document. Paragraphs’ first lines should be indented half an inch from the left-

hand margin; subsequent lines should be flush left. The Works Cited list should begin on a new 

page with a horizontally centered subject-heading; its citations should align left with the first 

lines flush to the left margin and subsequent lines indented half an inch. Double-spacing remains 

in place; no extra spaces intervene within or between citations. Usage should conform to 

standards promulgated by the MLA and discussed during class time. 

 

The ResPpr FV will be assessed as a major assignment worth 20% of the total course grade 

according to the rubric below. The text and comments made about it will be returned to students 

via email. Please note that, while the ResPpr FV should be able to stand alone as an independent 

piece of writing, the ResPpr will need to be included in the FinPort later in the term. The 

comments made on the ResPpr FV should therefore serve not only to inform performance on 

future assignments and writing tasks outside the classroom, but also to aid in the creation of a 

best version of the ResPpr for use later in the term. 

 

Students are encouraged to consult with the instructor and with tutors in the Student Success 

Center during the process of revision. No extra credit will be afforded to the project for doing so, 

but doing so is likely to improve the grade received and will likely be considered positively in 

the Prof score awarded at the end of the term. 

 

Grading Rubric 

Please note that, in the interest of offering students practice in proofreading and editing their own 

work, comments offered through reproductions of the forms below are general in nature. That is, 

they identify systematic problems and make broad suggestions rather than making line-by-line 

corrections. 

 

Per course policy, assessment of the assignment is done according to performance in several 

categories, named and described below. Each category is weighted with a number of steps’ 

change to the basic grade of C. 
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Category Comments Steps Yes/No 

Assignment Guidelines Met   +0/-3 

Introduction Effective   +0/-1 

Thesis Clear and Appropriate   +1/-1 

Counter-argument Clear and 

Appropriate 
  +1/+0 

Rebuttal Clear and 

Appropriate 
  +1/+0 

Supporting Points Clear and 

Appropriate 
  +1/+0 

Evidence Clear and 

Appropriate 
  +0/-1 

Explanations Clear and 

Appropriate 
  +1/-1 

Conclusion Effective   +0/-1 

Organization Effective   +1/+0 

Formatting Correct   +0/-1 

Mechanics Correct   +0/-1 

Engagement Developed   +1/+0 

Overall Score  

Overall Comments 

 

 

 Assignment Guidelines Met—Is the paper of an appropriate length: 3,100 to 3,400 

words? Is it primarily an argumentative work? 

 Introduction Effective—Does the paper begin with a clear and cogent indication of the 

topic to be discussed and the context in which it will be discussed? 

 Thesis Clear and Appropriate—Does the paper provide a clear thesis? Is the thesis 

reasonably and authoritatively asserted? Is it of sufficient heft as to be able to support 

sustained inquiry? 

 Counter-argument Clear and Appropriate—Does the paper provide a reasonably counter-

argument, supporting it adequately? 

 Rebuttal Clear and Appropriate—Does the paper appropriately rebut the counter-

argument, demonstrating adequate intellectual space for the thesis to be investigated 

appropriately? 

 Supporting Points Clear and Appropriate—Does the paper provide enough points and 

strong enough points of support for the thesis? Do they reflect adequate reflection upon 

and consideration of the topic and the thesis? 

 Evidence Clear and Appropriate—Are all supporting points provided with sufficient 

primary, secondary, and (optionally) tertiary/critical source evidence to validate them? Is 

the evidence appropriate to the purposes to which it is directed? Is the evidence 

appropriately attested, both in the text and at the end of the text? 
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 Explanations Clear and Appropriate—Is the evidence provided sufficiently and 

appropriately explained in terms of how it supports the point being made? Are the points 

made sufficiently and appropriately explained in terms of how they support the thesis? 

 Conclusion Effective—Does the paper end with an effective motion to some point 

beyond itself? Does it lead primary readers smoothly and appropriately to consider a 

course of action or some other idea, indicating what can be done in light of the validated 

thesis the paper presents? 

 Organization Effective—Does the paper move smoothly and appropriately from the 

introduction through counter-argument, rebuttal, and points of support to its conclusion? 

Are there clear and appropriate transitions among its various paragraphs and components, 

indicating both that new ideas are being treated and the relationships among those ideas? 

Are the supporting points ordered in a manner easily read and conducive to the overall 

effect of the argument? Is the paper weighted appropriately towards the explanation of 

support for the thesis? 

 Formatting Correct—Is the text of the paper double-spaced on letter-size sheets with one-

inch margins on all sides; in 12-point Times New Roman, Garamond, or Georgia type; 

with page numbers in the upper right corner of the page, with the student’s surname 

preceding the number; with page numbers and surnames in the same typeface as the rest 

of the document; with heading and title placed appropriately; and with text aligned 

fittingly? 

 Mechanics Correct—In terms of usage, does the text conform to standards promulgated 

by the MLA and discussed during class time? Does it maintain a level of diction 

appropriate to its authorship and its intended audience? 

 Engagement Developed—As a sort of extra-credit component, does the ResPpr offer 

some particularly engaging or poignant element unusual or exceptional in a work of first-

year composition? Does it avoid cliché and trite phrasing? Does it stake out an unusual 

position or make a solid and reasonable attempt to push the boundaries of the assignment 

in productive ways? 

 

Notes 

A targeted example of the ResPpr may be found here: https://elliottrwi.com/2016/04/05/sample-

students-own-questionresearched-paper-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-

lafayette-phd-students-in-english/. 

 

Other examples of the kind of writing requested in the ResPpr are readily found, some noted in 

the list below. Note that they are written to different specific purposes than the ResPpr 

assignment; the examples are to be taken as models of content and style rather than objects of 

explicit mimicry. 

 A shorter paper discussing Aikikai aikido, written as a sample for students at a two-year 

technical school, here: http://gelliottteaching.blogspot.com/2013/07/sample-conference-

length-paper_29.html 

 Another shorter paper, written primarily as a response to materials read online and 

discussing a comedy article, here: 

http://gelliottteaching.blogspot.com/2013/05/comments-on-what-might-as-well-be-

paper.html 

https://elliottrwi.com/2016/04/05/sample-students-own-questionresearched-paper-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/04/05/sample-students-own-questionresearched-paper-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
https://elliottrwi.com/2016/04/05/sample-students-own-questionresearched-paper-why-not-have-a-rhetoric-requirement-among-ul-lafayette-phd-students-in-english/
http://gelliottteaching.blogspot.com/2013/07/sample-conference-length-paper_29.html
http://gelliottteaching.blogspot.com/2013/07/sample-conference-length-paper_29.html
http://gelliottteaching.blogspot.com/2013/05/comments-on-what-might-as-well-be-paper.html
http://gelliottteaching.blogspot.com/2013/05/comments-on-what-might-as-well-be-paper.html
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 A shorter paper discussing progressive rock, written for Composition I students at a two-

year technical school, here: http://gelliottteaching.blogspot.com/2011/03/sample-longer-

paper.html 

 Another shorter paper, written for another semester of the same course and discussing 

chores, here: http://gelliottteaching.blogspot.com/2011/07/sample-longer-paper.html 

 Yet another shorter paper, written for still another semester of the same course and 

discussing science fiction characters, here: 

http://gelliottteaching.blogspot.com/2012/03/sample-longer-paper.html 

 

That the ResPpr is a substantial and complex assignment is clear; the heavy weight in has in the 

course reflects it. An early start on the assignment is strongly recommended—partly because it 

is possible, if not likely, that responsible research will lead to reconsideration of the thesis, as 

indicated above. Time to adjust for such an event will be helpful—and even if it is not needed, 

time spent developing the paper early will minimize the time needed to do so later, and the end 

of the term tends to be a busy time. 

 

The ResPpr is a venture into formal academic research. As such, it must strive to adhere to the 

conventions of formal academic research writing—which include full and appropriate 

documentation of the sources used to inform and compose it. Failure to provide appropriate 

citation may be treated as an academic integrity violation. 

http://gelliottteaching.blogspot.com/2011/03/sample-longer-paper.html
http://gelliottteaching.blogspot.com/2011/03/sample-longer-paper.html
http://gelliottteaching.blogspot.com/2011/07/sample-longer-paper.html
http://gelliottteaching.blogspot.com/2012/03/sample-longer-paper.html
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Below appears a print version of the guidelines for the Final Portfolio (FinPort) posted online at 

http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-

1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-final-portfolio/. The 

online version is to be considered authoritative, superseding any previously published 

information regarding the FinPort. 

 

As noted in the introduction to the Prop assignment (http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-

oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-

college-engl-1213-composition-ii-topic-proposal/), ENGL 1213: Composition II serves, among 

others, as a bridge into more formal genres of academic writing, including those that develop 

new knowledge—that is to say, researched writing. Because it is an introduction to them, and 

because the development of new knowledge is a complicated process, ENGL 1213 breaks down 

the process of writing such papers into a number of component assignments, mimicking the 

research process prevalent in the humanities and of which the sciences often use a variant. 

Reflection on research processes is often helpful in improving future efforts, and a final 

opportunity to polish the work done amid that process can serve to highlight what the students in 

a semester have learned about writing. The FinPort affords such reflection and such an 

opportunity. 

 

Successfully completing the FinPort will require students to accomplish a number of tasks: 

 Revise the FVs of the previous major assignments for the course (the Prop, the Explore, 

the AnnBib, and the ResPpr), working from the comments left by the instructor to make 

each a better piece of writing and representation of its genre; 

 Compose a prefatory statement and table of contents for the FinPort; 

 Compose a summative statement that reflects on the processes of research and writing 

conducted throughout the class; and 

 Integrate the newly-generated text and the improved, revised materials into a single 

document, submitting the resulting paper electronically for assessment as a major 

assignment. 

 

Information about each follows, along with a copy of the grading rubric and notes. 

 

Revise Earlier Materials 

A portfolio is meant to showcase the best work its author has done to date. This means that 

comments on earlier versions of that work should be considered and incorporated into the work 

as appropriate. For the FinPort, the comments left on the Prop FV, the Explore FV, the AnnBib 

FV, and the ResPpr FV should be addressed, so that students can provide best versions of each of 

their assignments and showcase their work at the best level it can be. 

 

In adopting those comments, remarks about substantive concerns such as content and 

organization should be addressed before worrying about such surface-level concerns as 

formatting (which will change slightly for the new assignment, as detailed below) and 

proofreading are treated. Also, as regards the latter, comprehensive proofreading was not 

conducted in the graded assessments of the earlier assignments, so students will need to go 

http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-final-portfolio/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-final-portfolio/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-topic-proposal/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-topic-proposal/
http://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-topic-proposal/
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through their own work on a line-by-line basis after they have addressed substantive concerns, 

ensuring that old errors are eliminated and new errors are forestalled. 

 

Compose Front Matter 

Simply providing a set of documents will not make clear what purpose those documents are 

meant to serve. Nor will it allow for readers to navigate the documents easily. As such, some 

front matter for the FinPort is advisable; it should take the form of a brief prefatory statement 

and a table of contents. The former allows readers to understand what is going on. The latter 

helps them to make their way through the document. 

 

The prefatory statement should follow a four-line heading (student name, professor name, course 

and section, and date of composition) and a descriptive title for the whole of the FinPort. It 

should consist of 90 to 110 words (likely a single, brief paragraph) that outlines the intended 

purpose of the FinPort and the contents that follow. The purpose of the FinPort should be 

something outside the walls of the Composition II classroom, given the intent of the class to 

address issues beyond itself; listing a purpose such as “making sure I get a good grade in the 

class” is not likely to be helpful. 

 

The table of contents should follow the prefatory statement. It should adhere to general 

expectations of such tables, listing the items in the FinPort in the order of their inclusion and 

noting the pages in the document where they can be found. (In preliminary drafting of the table, 

the entries can be stubbed out, the page numbers filled in once they are determined.) Items at 

equivalent levels of importance should align together, working in from the left margin. Page 

numbers (beginning at 1 for the prefatory statement and proceeding continuously throughout the 

document) should align to the right margin in any event. Leaders are helpful but not necessary. 

 
Note that the prefatory statement will take no specific heading, so it will not appear on the table of contents. 

 

Note also that the table of contents should take a heading similar to that accorded the component pieces of the 

FinPort, but it should not appear on itself. That is, there should not be a listing on the table of contents for the table 

of contents. 

 

Compose a Summative Statement 

Just as a set of documents needs some explanation of its purpose and a guide to navigating it, it 

will benefit from ending with some materials that move towards something beyond itself. For the 

FinPort, such materials will take the form of a summative statement of 275 to 325 words 

(probably two or three brief paragraphs) that assesses the methods of writing and research 

developed during the semester and points towards their implications in future coursework and 

life outside the classroom. The idea is that the underlying processes of putting together the earlier 

documents included in the FinPort will be encapsulated in the summative statement and an idea 

of how they might be applied later will be provided. 

 

Compile the FinPort 

Once older materials are revised and newer materials are composed, they must be integrated 

together to produce the actual FinPort. The integration will call for some changes to be made to 

the documents written earlier in the semester and revised for incorporation into the FinPort, but 

the adjustments should be accomplished easily. 
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The text of the FinPort should consist of the following items, in the order listed: 

 Prefatory statement (with the four-line heading and descriptive title for the collected 

FinPort, as noted above) 

 Table of contents 

 Revised/corrected Prop 

 Revised/corrected Explore 

 Revised/corrected AnnBib 

 Revised/corrected ResPpr 

 Summative statement 

 

Each of the components after the prefatory statement should have a suitable descriptive title, 

indicating both what the component is and what it contains. The title should be formatted in a 

way that indicates its subordination to the collective title for the FinPort, so that each acts as a 

subject-heading rather than as an independent title. (Any of the documents that already contained 

subject-headings needs to have its subject-headings downgraded by one level to subordinate 

them appropriately.) As such, each component after the prefatory statement should not have a 

four-line heading. Each component should, however, begin on its own page, and page numbering 

should be continuous throughout the document. 

 

The FinPort is due electronically before the beginning of class time on 27 April 2016. It 

must be submitted in .doc, .docx, or .rtf format. (No other file types will be accepted; 

submissions in another file type will be treated as though not submitted.) The text should be 

double-spaced on letter-size sheets with one-inch margins on all sides. It should be in 12-point 

Times New Roman, Garamond, or Georgia type. Page numbers should appear in the upper right 

corner of the page, with the student’s surname preceding the number; page numbers and 

surnames should be in the same typeface as the rest of the document. Paragraphs’ first lines 

should be indented half an inch from the left-hand margin; subsequent lines should be flush left. 

Citations in the AnnBib and in any Works Cited lists (the ResPpr and perhaps elsewhere) should 

align left with the first lines flush to the left margin and subsequent lines indented half an inch; 

Works Cited lists should begin on new pages and have headings that subordinate them to the 

texts of which they are components. Double-spacing remains in place, with the exception of the 

additional spaces requested in the AnnBib. Usage should conform to standards promulgated by 

the MLA and discussed during class time. 

 

The FinPort will be assessed as a major assignment worth 25% of the total course grade 

according to the rubric below. The text and comments made about it will be returned to students 

via email. 

 

Students are encouraged to consult with the instructor and with tutors in the Student Success 

Center during the process of compiling the FinPort. No extra credit will be afforded to the 

project for doing so, but doing so is likely to improve the grade received and will likely be 

considered positively in the Prof score awarded at the end of the term. 
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Grading Rubric 

Please note that, in the interest of offering students practice in proofreading and editing their own 

work, comments offered through reproductions of the forms below are general in nature. That is, 

they identify systematic problems and make broad suggestions rather than making line-by-line 

corrections. 

 

Per course policy, assessment of the assignment is done according to performance in several 

categories, named and described below. Each category is weighted with a number of steps’ 

change to the basic grade of C. 

 

Category Comments Steps Yes/No 

Assignment Guidelines Met   +0/-3 

Prefatory Statement 

Appropriate 
  +1/-1 

Table of Contents 

Appropriate 
  +1/-1 

Summative Statement 

Appropriate 
  +2/-1 

Revision Evident   +2/-1 

Formatting Correct   +0/-1 

Mechanics Correct   +0/-1 

Engagement Developed   +1/+0 

Overall Score  

Overall Comments 

 

 

 Assignment Guidelines Met—Are all required components (prefatory statement; table of 

contents; revised Prop, Explore, AnnBib, and ResPpr; summative statement) of the 

FinPort included? Are they in the order requested? 

 Prefatory Statement Appropriate—Does the text of the FinPort begin with a brief (90-110 

words, exclusive of heading an overall title) statement outlining its purpose and its 

contents? Is the text appropriately informative? 

 Table of Contents Appropriate—Is a table of contents present? Does it adequately reflect 

the contents of the FinPort? Does it exclude itself from its listing? 

 Summative Statement Appropriate—Does the text of the FinPort conclude with a brief 

(275-325 words) statement assessing the writing and research processes conducted 

through the semester, as well as their findings and implications for future use/writerly 

development? 

 Revision Evident—Is it clear that the components of the FinPort that have been 

previously assessed have been revised? Is it clear that the revision has been more than 

surface-level (i.e., questions of content and organization are addressed in addition to 

those of format and mechanics)? 

 Formatting Correct—Is the text of the FinPort double-spaced on letter-size sheets with 

one-inch margins on all sides; in 12-point Times New Roman, Garamond, or Georgia 

type; with page numbers in the upper right corner of the page, with the student’s surname 
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preceding the number; with page numbers and surnames in the same typeface as the rest 

of the document; with heading and title placed appropriately; and with text aligned 

fittingly? Are necessary and appropriate headings and sub-headings in place? 

 Mechanics Correct—In terms of usage, does the text conform to standards promulgated 

by the MLA and discussed during class time? Does it maintain a level of diction 

appropriate to its authorship and its intended audience? 

 Engagement Developed—As a sort of extra-credit component, does the FinPort offer 

some particularly engaging or poignant element unusual or exceptional in a work of first-

year composition? Does it avoid cliché and trite phrasing? Does it stake out an unusual 

position or make a solid and reasonable attempt to push the boundaries of the assignment 

in productive ways? 

 

Notes 

A targeted sample of the FinPort is available here: 

https://elliottrwi.files.wordpress.com/2016/01/g-elliott-engl-1213-composition-ii-final-portfolio-

sample.pdf. It adheres to the guidelines articulated on this assignment sheet and can serve as a 

useful model to follow. 

 

Given that the FinPort is, in large part, a compilation of other documents that have been 

reviewed two or three times each, the focus of commentary on it will be on the arrangement and 

presentation of those documents and on the new materials composed for the FinPort. The 

expectation for revision remains high, but it is a matter that has already received attention, and 

more attention will be paid to what has not already received it than to what already has. 

 

Also, the FinPort is a collection of academic writings. As such, it must still strive to adhere to the 

conventions of formal academic research writing—which include full and appropriate 

documentation of the sources used to inform and compose it. Failure to provide appropriate 

citation may be treated as an academic integrity violation. 

https://elliottrwi.files.wordpress.com/2016/01/g-elliott-engl-1213-composition-ii-final-portfolio-sample.pdf
https://elliottrwi.files.wordpress.com/2016/01/g-elliott-engl-1213-composition-ii-final-portfolio-sample.pdf


Geoffrey B. Elliott 

Spring 2016 

ENGL 1213: Composition II—Final Exam Prompt and Form 

 

As indicated on the Final Exam (FinEx) assignment sheet, of which a version appears online at 

https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-

1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-final-exam/, students 

are asked to meet in the regular classroom during the examination period assigned to their 

section of the course by the College: 1400 on 2 May 2016 

 

During that time, students are asked to argue that an assignment—whether an assignment to be 

done in addition to what is already present or one that replaces something already assigned—

should be incorporated into the course sequence for ENGL 1213. Successfully doing so will 

require 

 Noting the course to be treated and its purposes,  

 Identifying a purpose not currently adequately met by the standard assignment sequence,  

 Describing the assignment, and  

 Explicating how the assignment will successfully address the currently inadequately met 

purpose. 

 

As noted previously, the text of the FinEx should be composed on the attached pages; only text 

submitted on them will be assessed. 

 

Assessment of the FinEx will follow the grading rubric published on the FinEx assignment sheet. 

Comments and evaluations will be returned to students via the email function on Blackboard. 

Grades will be posted to Backboard, and course grades to the College, shortly after the FinEx is 

graded.  

 

No outside information need be deployed in completing the FinEx. In the event that outside 

materials are deployed in supporting the FinEx response, they will require informal citation—

although that informal citation must still be sufficient for a readership that does not share the 

authorial/narrative background, experience, and expertise to clearly understand the piece being 

referenced. Failure to provide appropriate informal citation may be treated as an academic 

integrity violation. 

 

The FinEx itself is open-book and open-note, but it is not collaborative. Students are each 

expected to do their own work and to submit original responses to the prompt noted above. 

 

Come and go as you need to during the exam period. If the door is locked, knock and await 

admission. When you are done, submit your response; you are free to go. 

 

It has been an enjoyable semester, overall. May you find success in your future endeavors! 

  

https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-final-exam/
https://elliottrwi.com/instruction/northern-oklahoma-college/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii/northern-oklahoma-college-engl-1213-composition-ii-final-exam/
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The Response 
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